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To Amnesty International (AI) for providing both technical and ﬁnancial
support for this workshop. Our gratitude to Amnesty’s team working particularly on the DRC, notably Mr. Mark Dummett for his involvement in
the holding of this workshop.
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THANKS

zation of this workshop, but also for having granted the audiences to both

1. INTRODUCTION

F

rom 17 to 18 March 2020, AFREWATCH
organised in Kolwezi a workshop gathering stakeholders in the artisanal mining

working on copper and cobalt to analyze the
problems, challenges of the sector and propose recommendations to be submitted to the
14th OECD forum in order to harmonize the
views of stakeholders on copper and cobalt.
This is the ﬁrst time Congolese stakeholders
gather to exchange and harmonize their views

regarding the artisanal exploitation of company representatives, managers of
copper and cobalt. However, the Bureau cooperatives and artisanal miners opd’Etudes Scientiﬁques et Techniques erating in the diﬀerent artisanal mining
(BEST), with the ﬁnancial support of sites, civil society organizations workCORDAID, had organised another pre-

ing on the issue, representatives of lo-

paratory workshop for the 13th OECD

cal communities located next to mining

Forum to discuss the issue of 3T + gold.

companies, etc.

This is a major step forward in the DRC’s To facilitate the discussions during the
participation in the forum; it is a re-

workshop, the participants were divid-

sponse to the need for lack of prepara- ed into the following three themes: the
tion and organisation on the DRC side.

problem of the creation and functioning

The workshop brought together oﬃ- of the ZEAs, cooperatives and their viacials from ministries and departments,
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bility; the protection of children’s rights
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IN TROD U CTION
and the improvement of working con-

 Second day: presentation of the re-

ditions for women in artisanal mining sults of two other discussion groups,
sites, and the problem of conﬂict reso-

adoption of the recommendations and

lution between mining companies and reﬂection on the follow-up activities to
artisanal miners and local communities.

these recommendations.

The two-day workshop was held as fol- It should be noted that 39 people inlows, according to the program:

cluding two women out of 35 expect-

 First day: in the morning, presenta-

ed participated actively in the two days

tion on the current state of the artisanal

of reﬂection and made their eﬀective

mining reform in Lualaba by the repre-

contributions to the identiﬁcation of

sentatives of SAEMAPE and the Provin- challenges and problems of the articial Directorate of the Mining Artisanal sanal mining sector in the province of
Reform of Lualaba. In the afternoon, Lualaba. They also made a serious condiscussions in three groups based on tribution to the formulation of ﬁnal recthe chosen three themes as well as the ommendations for the responsible expresentation of the results of the ﬁrst

ploitation of cobalt and copper in the

group;

artisanal mines of Lualaba Province.1
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Context of the artisanal mining and motivation for holding
the workshop
In 2016 Amnesty International and Afre- issue of child labour in mines. This is the
watch released the report, This is what

ﬁrst time that the government has pub-

we die for: Human rights abuses in the licly acknowledged the existence of this
Democratic Republic of the Congo pow- problem and committed to work on it.
er the global trade in cobalt.This well-re- But shortly before this forum, the consearched report not only documented

clusions of the report were presented in

serious human rights abuses, but also

Paris at the 11th OECD Forum. Endors-

reignited the debate on cobalt supply ing the recommendations, the OECD
chains. Several initiatives were consid- has since taken up the issue of child laered at the international, national and

bour in the cobalt and copper mines in

provincial levels.

the DRC. Moreover, the third edition of

On August 30-31, 2017 , the govern-

the OECD Guide to Due Diligence stress-

ment organized a major forum on the es that it is applicable to cobalt ore.
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In this framework, the OECD organized

the establishment of Artisanal Mining

a workshop with all stakeholders in Kol- Zones (ZEAs), the marketing of artisanal
wezi and also published the report on mining minerals, working conditions
Responsible business conduct and in- which are on the whole inhumane.
terconnected supply chains:
“A Comprehensive Review of the Chal- The provincial government of Lualaba,
lenges and Opportunities of Due Dil- in view of all these concerns did not
igence for the Supply of Cobalt and

remain inactive; it has made a commit-

Copper to the Democratic Republic of

ment to reform the artisanal mining

Congo”. The OECD report states that sector. It is with this in mind that it is
artisanal production of Copper and Co- investing $32 million of its own funds in
balt accounts for 20-30% of annual pro-

the ongoing construction of the trading

duction.

centre and the development of artisanal mining areas in Kisote.

Despite this enormous contribution of

Some people would like to know the

the artisanal mining sector, in terms

reason why the workshop was held

of direct and indirect employment and while there have been several same
mining production, it is undeniable that

activities in the past. According to the

the artisanal mining and miners in the

OECD agenda, the 14th OECD Forum on

DRC face innumerable challenges in- Responsible Mineral Supply Chains was
cluding: the functioning of cooperatives,

scheduled to take place in Paris on 5-7

1

ToRs of the workshop including the context of the organization of the workshop, programme and invitation of the activity

2https://www.google.fr/search?source=hp&ei=7UCCXquDPYPhkgWh96CoDg&q=kinshasa+2017%3A+workshop+on+the+cobalt&oq=kinshasa+2017%3A+workshop+on+the+cobalt&.gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIFCCEQoAE6AggAOgUIABCDAToCCCY6BggAEBYQHjoECCEQFToICCEQFhAdEB5QmAVYn8EBYI3SAWgFcAB4AIAB5QaIAaqLAZIBCjMtMjMuOS42LjOYAQCgAQGqAQdnd3Mtd2l6&.sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwjrrf6Z8MLoAhWDsKQKHaE7COUQ4dUDCAY&uact=5

November 2019 in Kolwezi;
Responsible corporate conduct, interconnected supply chains: “A comprehensive review of the challenges and
opportunities of due diligence for the supply of cobalt and copper to the democratic republic of congo”, Paris 2019,
p.13
5
Report of the Arrupe Centre for Research and Training on “Problems, Challenges and Prospects of Artisanal Mining”,
Lubumbashi 2016
3
4

6

http://www.nresources.cd/reunion-de-locde-au-lualaba-muyej-fait-honneur-a-la-rdc/
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“

April 2020, with an entire session on cobalt. Very often this is a
good opportunity for countries to present the opportunities and
challenges in their respective sectors.
It is in order to harmonize the points of view of the DRC actors
prior to the Forum that this workshop was organized in Kolwezi
from 17 to 18 March 2020.
Although the 14th Forum was cancelled following the Coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic, the very practical recommendations
made by participants remain very useful to be shared with decision-makers at the level of Lualaba Province and Kinshasa.
This document is not a report, but the result of exchanges between actors involved in the mining sector in Lualaba. It is intended to be short and practical to enable the authorities to have it
as a Vade-mecum. It presents a brief current status for each issue addressed and makes recommendations to both the national
Ministry of Mines and the province of Lualaba.
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SECTORS

2. PROBLEMS SURROUNDING THE CREATION
AND FUNCTIONING OF ZEA AND COOPERATIVES IN ARTISANAL MINING

2.1. Issues and challenges in the sector
☑ The lack of enforcement of the artisanal

devices (e.g. metal detectors, Metorex, mul-

mining regulations;

timeters, etc.) to sell at value added;

☑

The artisanal mining sector currently

☑ There is no ZEA (mines and quarries) and

employs more than 150 thousand miners,

artisanal exploitation takes place de facto

far ahead of all the industrial mining com-

because they work on private research per-

panies combined (not counting their de-

mits (PR) or private exploitation permits

pendents);

(PE) ;

☑

☑

Lack of viable counters, control labora-

The cooperatives lack the ﬁnancial

tories, concentrators (laundromat, TAF pro-

means, and resort to private sponsors who

cessing, scales and appropriate measuring

ﬁnance the uncovering works and there-
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fore keep the monopoly on the purchase

☑ The allocation of sterile sites to artisanal

of products with all the consequences on

miners ;

price, content and weight;

☑

☑ Diﬃculties for cooperatives in accessing

ties of authorizations to open and operate

ﬁnance and bank credit ;

shopping counters outside oﬃcial artisanal

☑ The Artisanal Exploitation Zones (Z.E.A.)

sites and near residential areas, favours

granted are either far away or inaccessible

child labour and produces community im-

in depth. This situation results in illegal oc-

pacts ;

cupation of private concessions, recurrent

☑ The delay in the implementation of the

conﬂicts, forced eviction and deaths;

reform of the artisanal mining sector in Lu-

☑

alaba ;

The government does not provide the

The granting by some political authori-

means for the development of the sites for

☑ Cooperatives are not formed by diggers,

artisanal exploitation. Consequently, it re-

but very often by people who are politically,

sorts to partnerships with companies that

ﬁnancially or militarily strong;

retain a monopoly on product prices;

☑

☑ The ﬁnancing of work by private mining

not respect any management rules (in

companies to improve the reliability of ar-

short, it is a personal asset), which violates

tisanal mines; these companies conﬁscate

the OHADA Uniform Act on Cooperative So-

the monopoly on the purchase of products

cieties ;

The management of cooperatives does

and regulation of prices;
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2.2. Recommandations
☑

The Congolese government should re-

purchase authorizations granted to mar-

spect and enforce the legal texts on artis-

keters purchasing minerals from sites in

anal mining in the DRC;

and around Kolwezi ;

☑

The Congolese government should

☑ The province of Lualaba should require

make the artisanal exploitation zones (ZEA)

all buyers to move to the trading centre in

available by respecting the legal rules and

Musompo ;

procedures for the creation of ZEAs and co-

☑

operatives;

quire that only cooperatives should oper-

☑ The government should facilitate access

ate in ZEA with the support of state services

to bank loans and the ﬁnancing of cooper-

such as SAEMAPE ;

atives by supporting the development of

☑ The province of Lualaba should prohib-

mining sites;

it the transport of minerals by motorcycles

☑

and on behalf of individuals to the trading

The Cooperatives must set up mecha-

The province of Lualaba must also re-

nisms for monitoring and controlling their

centre;

activities and the functioning of the ZEA

☑ The province of Lualaba should require

through internal and external audit. They

that the minerals be transported to the

should publish their ﬁnancial statements;

trading centre by approved vehicles and in

☑ Cooperatives should create social assis-

the name of a cooperative (only the cooper-

tance mutuals gathering diggers ;

ative can sell to the trading centre);

☑ The province of Lualaba should prohibit ☑ The province of Lualaba should complete
any presence of buying counters in all Arti-

the construction of the Musompo trading

sanal Exploitation Zones nor contracts that

centre as soon as possible and install at

grant monopoly to a buyer;

least three independent laboratories and a

☑

pricing body;

The province should cancel all mineral
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RECOMMANDATION
☑ The province of Lualaba should prevent the trading centre from being fuelled by minerals stolen from private concessions. For this reason, the development of ZEA is a matter
of extreme urgency;

☑ The province of Lualaba should prepare and submit a development plan for the ZEA,
indicating the periods and the budget for each period. The province should clearly indicate its shares and the contributions of the other partners, including the cooperatives
themselves;

☑ The province of Lualaba should ensure that the ZEA are not attributed to individuals
with strong inﬂuence of any kind but rather to cooperatives constituted under the law.
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3. THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN’S RIGHTS AND
THE IMPROVEMENT OF WORKING CONDITIONS FOR
WOMEN IN ARTISANAL MINES
3.1. Problems and challenges:
After extensive discussions on the matter, the group identiﬁed and presented the following issues and challenges:
 The increased level of poverty of the populations in the area of exploitation ;
 The dependence of economy on the mining sector alone, and the absence
of a diversiﬁed economy;
 The high level of unemployment in the area of exploitation and the lack of
employment policy ;
 The lack of social support for women by the government and the absence of real
women’s leadership in the area capable of resolving the issue of women’s participation;
 Lack of recreational and educational occupation centers for children in the zone;
 The low schooling rate due to poverty in the zone ;
 Proximity between mining sites and homes, which encourages the presence and work
of children in the mines ;
 Lack of opportunities for women to access the ZEA and cooperatives ;

 Lack of priority in the ﬁght against poverty through economic diversiﬁcation
and job creation ;

 Companies do not have eﬀective mechanisms to secure their mining sites.
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3.2. Recommandations :
 The province should reduce the level of

resolution of the problems of children in

poverty in artisanal mining areas;

social conﬂict through artisanal mining ;

 The province should close all trading cen-

 Sanction all sites that accept the presence

ters around residential areas and leave

or the work of children by withdrawing the

Musompo as the only point of sale and pur-

operating titles;

chase of minerals;

 The government should prioritise the

 The province should prohibit the trans-

sustainable resolution of the presence and

port of minerals by motorbikes and on be-

work of children in mining sites in order to

half of individuals to the trading center;

circumvent a possible embargo on miner-

 The province should must invest in the

als from the DRC;

creation of the ZEA, a way of taking into ac-

 The government should diversify the

count the needs of local communities;

economy by investing in other sectors such

 The government should create reception

as agriculture, livestock farming and tour-

and recreational centers for children re-

ism;

moved from mining sites;

 The government should signiﬁcantly re-

 The provincial government (Mines and

duce the level of poverty through income

Social Aﬀairs and Gender) should accom-

redistribution.

pany women in their commitment to good

 The government should invest sustain-

governance (taking a stand and expressing

ably in education for children

women’s concerns)

 The government should implement a pol-

 The government should diversify the

icy of positive income redistribution in fa-

economy in the zone in order to give the

vour of women, facilitate access to permits

entire population the opportunity to par-

and sites through the creation of the ZEAs,

ticipate in local production and the ﬁght

the attribution of cooperatives permits to

against poverty;

women;

 To adopt legislations in favour of women

 The government and NGOs should

in the creation of cooperatives and their

strengthen the capacities of cooperatives

placement in viable ZEA ;

regarding their creation and operation, and

 Focus the AfDB project on the sustainable

the accountability.
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4. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT BETWEEN MINING
COMPANIES, DIGGERS AND COMMUNITIES
4.1. Problems and challenges
 The lack of exploitable spaces for arti-

 Authorisation for the creation and opera-

sanal miners in the midst of the employ-

tion of mining deposits without a source of

ment crisis;

supply of mining products ;

 Pollution of the environment by chemical

 Lack of enforcement of the legal provi-

substances discharged by mining compa-

sions on environmental protection ;

nies ;

 The misallocation of the mining royalty

 Non-compliance with mining regulations

that does not take into account the primary

regarding the granting of operating permits

needs of the communities ;

to cooperatives and procedures for relocat-

 Proximity between industrial mining sites

ing communities negatively impacted by

and residential neighbourhoods and the

the activities of mining companies;

granting of permits for the installation of

 The absence of a national register for co-

purchasing counters in these neighbour-

operative societies in the DRC ;

hoods;

 The politicization of the artisanal sector;

 Ignorance of the legal texts by the com-

some politicians take over viable exploita-

munities and artisanal miners ;

tion sites, leaving the non-viable ones to

 The multiform and plethoric harassments

others, i.e. either they are very far away

(presence of soldiers, technical and security

from the sales sites, or they demand a lot

services, exaggerated presence of expatri-

of funds for uncovering work, or they are

ates with many of the commissioners very

in areas that are inaccessible or unusable

ill-intentioned); hence serious violations of

with the resources of the artisans;

human rights, incivility and notorious delin-

 The absence of objective measures for

quency (cheating and massive fraud).

the attribution of the ZEAs and the permits
for the creation and operation of cooperatives ;
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4.2. Recommendations and targets
 The government should respect and en-

purchase authorizations granted to mar-

force the legal texts on artisanal mining in

keters purchasing minerals from sites in

the DRC;

and around Kolwezi ;

 The National Ministry of Mines, with the

 The province of Lualaba should require

support of the province of Lualaba, should

all buyers to move to the trading centre in

make the artisanal exploitation zones

Musompo ;

(ZEAs) available in accordance with the le-

 The province of Lualaba must also require

gal rules and procedures for the creation of

that only cooperatives should operate in

ZEAs and cooperatives;

ZEA with the support of state services such

 The National Ministry of Mines and Lual-

as SAEMAPE ;

aba Province should depoliticize the artis-

 The province of Lualaba should prohibit

anal sector by giving all cooperatives the

the transport of minerals by motorcycles

opportunity to have viable artisanal mining

and on behalf of individuals to the trading

sites;

centre;

 The government should facilitate access

 The province of Lualaba should require

to bank loans and the financing of cooper-

that the minerals be transported to the

atives by supporting the development of

trading centre by approved vehicles and in

mining sites;

the name of a cooperative (only the cooper-

 The cooperatives must set up mecha-

ative can sell to the trading centre);

nisms for monitoring and controlling their

 The province of Lualaba should complete

activities and the functioning of the ZEA

the construction of the Musompo trading

through internal and external audit. They

centre as soon as possible and install at

should publish their financial statements;

least three independent laboratories and a

 Cooperatives should create social assis-

pricing body;

tance mutuals gathering diggers ;

The province of Lualaba should prevent

 The province of Lualaba should prohibit

the trading centre from being fuelled by

any presence of buying counters in all Arti-

minerals stolen from private concessions.

sanal Exploitation Zones nor contracts that

For this reason, the development of ZEA is

grant monopoly to a buyer;

a matter of extreme urgency;

 The province should cancel all mineral

 The province of Lualaba should prepare
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and submit a development plan for the

 The government should create a provin-

ZEA, indicating the periods and the budget

cial division of the Mining Cadastre for the

for each period. The province should clearly

control of mine site mapping ;

indicate its shares and the contributions of

 The government should must popularise

the other partners, including the coopera-

the provisions of the sectoral mining laws

tives themselves;

(the Mining Code and Regulations) for artis-

 The government should require a feasibil-

anal mining actors;

ity study which is translated into a bankable

 The province of Lualaba should reduce

plan that each cooperative must exhibit in

its dependence on mining by diversifying

order to contract a loan for the operation of

its economy in sectors such as agriculture,

the cooperative ;

transport, communication and information

 The province of Lualaba should ensure

technologies;

that ZEA are not attributed to individuals

 The government should facilitate the im-

with strong influence of any kind but rather

plementation of the measures on Corpo-

to cooperatives constituted under the law ;

rate Social Responsibility (CSR) provided for

 The National Ministry of Mines should re-

in the revised mining code, particularly the

duce the costs of licensing cooperatives and

community development fund, mining roy-

resume the simple and quick procedure for

alties and the Cahiers des charges.

miners to set up their own cooperatives;
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5. CONCLUSION

P

articipants felt that very often after a workshop, recommendations are
forgotten. This is why they recommended that AFREWATCH should make a
difference by organising discussions extended to the political authorities

in line of these recommendations.

On the basis of the wish of the participants, AFREWATCH agreed to continue the
discussions on the matter and to accompany the authorities for the success of
the reforms of the artisanal mining in Lualaba by organizing three workshops for
the presentation of these recommendations.
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APPENDIX:
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE STAKEHOLDER BRAINSTORMING
WORKSHOP ON ARTISANAL MINING IN LUALABA PROVINCE
(from 17 to 18 March 2020: Moon Palace Hotel)
First group: State services

19. Emmanuel NUMBI MBAYA: Lualaba Civil Society
Consultation Framework

1. Abraham KAYINDU MUMBA: S/D EPST/Kolwezi

20. Mike LAMEKY: New Civil Society in Lualaba

I (Sub-Division of Primary, Secondary and Techni-

21. Daudet KITWA: COGEP (Coalition for Governance

cal Education)

of Public Enterprises in the Extractive Sector)

2. Ines MATSHIK : SAEMAPE (Service d’Assistance

22. Clément KABEMBO KISIMBA: ADM (Association

et d’Encadrement de l’Exploitation Minière Artis-

for the Development of Musonoie)

anale et à Petite Echelle)

23. Daniel MAHONE: ADM

3. Patrico KATALA: SAEMAPE
4. Isaac LEA MPUTA: SAEMAPE

Fourth group: Co-operatives

5. John TSHAL: Ministry of Mines
6. Gauthier KAPEND DITEND : Provincial Division

24. YAV ZAMA: COOPEMIAK

of Plan/Lulaba

25. Daniel MANDE : COMIKU

7. Roméo Olivier TAMBWE : Provincial Public Ser-

26. KUNDA JOTHAM : COMIKU

vice Directorate of Lualaba

27. Michael BIZIMUNGU LUNGUNDU: COMAKAT

Second group: companies

28. JC TSHIWEWE: SOCOOPEMIAK (Société Coopéra-

8. Glory ILUNGA K. MULIMBA: Metalkol

tive des Exploitants Miniers Artisanaux du Katanga)
29. Eric ZENG: CMKK-CAMAC

Third group: NGOs

30. Victor BAMBE: CMDS (Mining Cooperative for Social Development)

9. Josué KASHAL: CAJJ (Centre d’Aide Juridico-Ju-

31. Lucien BANZA LAMINE: CMDS

diciaire)

32. Jacques TSHISOLA: COMIA-SOOPS

10. Aimé BANZA MWAPE: ADDH (Association for

33. MAFO TSHIHINGA: FECOMIKOL (Federation of

the Defense of Human Rights)

Mining Cooperatives of Kolwezi)

11. Adellards KAYEMBE MAYEBA: LINAPEDHO

34. Martin MUNGULU MAULISHO: DYCOMAC

(National Peasant League for Human Rights)

35. Victor BAMBA: CMDS

12. Belange TSHILANDA KALUNGA: ADDL (Association for the Sustainable Development of Luilu)

Fifth group: Diggers

13. Patrick BOMBI KALUKALANGA: ADDL
14. Vital KAMUNGU: Good Shepherd

36. Christian KAYIMBO-KASELA

15. Donat KAMBOLA LENGE: IBGDH (Good Gover-

Sixth group: Journalist and Researchers

nance and Human Rights Initiative)

37. Mica NTENGA: Freelance journalist and associate

16. Richard ILUNGA MUKENA: AFREWATCH (Afri-

of Radio Télévision Wangu

can Resources Watch)

38. Oscar KALAMBAY : Journalist of the Mikuba TV

17. Emmanuel UMPULA NKUMBA: AFREWATCH

channel

18. Etienne NSENGA K.: New Civil Society in Lu-

39. Teddy DIZAMBA : Journalist and researcher

alaba
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+243 81 85 77 577 | +243 82 230 48 00
info@afrewatch.org
Lubumbashi : 792, avenue Lufira, Quartier
Makutano, Province du Haut-Katanga,
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